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Abstract
Two transformations are constructed that map the permutation group onto a well-defined subset
of a partially commutative monoid generated by the so-called oiseaux. Those transformations are
then used to show that some bivariable statistics introduced by Babson and Steingrímsson are
Euler–Mahonian.
© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Everybody knows that each permutation of a finite set can be uniquely expressed as a
product of disjoint cycles, except for changes in the order of the factors, so that the rule of
commutation is the property of being disjoint. In what follows the cycles will be replaced
by the so-called oiseaux, and those oiseaux, although they may also be regarded as disjoint,
are restricted to commuting according to another rule.
By oiseau we mean a word, whose letters are distinct nonnegative integers, of the form
pdth, where p and t are single letters, d is a (strictly) decreasing (possibly empty) word
and h a (strictly) increasing (possibly empty) word; it is further assumed that p (resp. t)
is the greatest (resp. the smallest) letter in pdth. By convention, the letter p could also be
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Fig. 1. An oiseau pdth = 16, 4, 2, 6, 10, 14.
equal to ∞. The letter “p” stands for peak, the letter “d” for double-descent, the letter “t”
for trough and “h” for double-rise, or hill.
Remark. As shown in Fig. 1 a oiseau looks like a bird seen from some distance away,
whose left wing is higher than the right one. The terminology was suggested by Gérard
Duchamp [6], who has used these oiseaux as particular classes of descents occurring in
the Dynkin Lie projector. In this example p = 16 is the peak of the oiseau, d = 4 is the
double-descent factor, t = 2 is the trough, h = 6, 10, 14 is the double-rise factor.
Take the set of all the oiseaux as an alphabet A, supposed to be totally ordered by
the lexicographic order, denoted by “≤”, induced by the usual order on the integers. As
an element of alphabet A, each oiseau will be written as (pdth) with parentheses. Let
(pdth), (p′d ′t ′h′) be two distinct oiseaux; we say that (pdth) is below (p′d ′t ′h′) and write
(pdth) (p′d ′t ′h′) if and only if every letter in the word pdth is less than every letter in
p′d ′t ′h′. We also say that (p′d ′t ′h′) is above (pdth) and write (p′d ′t ′h′)  (pdth). Two
oiseaux are said to commute if and only if one is below the other. One of the goals of this
paper is to show that each permutation can be written as a juxtaposition product of oiseaux
subjected to the previous commutation rule. As a matter of fact, two transformations d
and D will be given that map permutations onto such juxtaposition products.
For instance, consider the following permutation:
where the peaks (resp. the troughs) are caused to materialize by “∧” (resp. “∨”) and the
double-rises (resp. the double-descents) are written in bold-face (resp. in italic). Under the
first transformation d the permutation is mapped onto a oiseau-word v, i.e., a word whose
letters are oiseaux of the form (p0d0t0h0) . . . (pr dr tr hr ):
Using the commutation rule on oiseaux, this juxtaposition product can be rewritten as
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Finally, the permutation σ ′ that is sent over v′ under the second transformation D reads
Notice that the nonzero troughs in the permutations σ , σ ′ and the words v, v′ are the same:
1, 2, 5, 8, 12, 15; as are the double-descents (written in italic): 3, 4. As seen in the following
theorem, the transformations d, D and also the commutation rule on oiseaux preserve the
set of all the nonzero troughs and double-descents.
Let σ = x1x2 . . . xn be a permutation of 1, 2, . . . , n. Following Babson–Steingrímsson
[1], (b − ca)σ designates the number of triples (i, j, k) such that 1 ≤ i < j < k =
j + 1 ≤ n and x j > xi > xk . When the parentheses are removed from a oiseau-word,
we get another word, say v, whose letters are nonnegative integers. It then makes sense to
define (b − ca)v := (b − ca)v. The main result of the paper can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1. For each positive integer n there exist two sets Bminn and Bmaxn of oiseau-
words having the following properties:
(i) the transformation d is a bijection of the permutation group Sn onto Bminn with the
property
(b − ca)σ = (b − ca)dσ ;
(ii) there is a bijection θ of Bminn onto Bmaxn such that
(b − ca)v = (b − ca)θ(v);
(iii) the transformation D is a bijection of Sn onto Bmaxn with the property
(b − ca)σ = (b − ca)Dσ + n − L σ − des σ,
where L σ is the rightmost letter of σ and desσ the usual number of descents of the
permutation;
(iv) the bijections d, θ , D preserve the set of the nonzero troughs and double-descents.
Going back to the previous numerical example we can verify that in σ the letter 3 is to
the left of 16, 4, 2; 6 is to the left of 9, 5; the letters 9, 10 are on the left of 11, 8; 16 is
on the left of 17, 15; so (b − ca)σ = 5. Also (b − ca)v = (b − ca)v′ = 5. However,
(b − ca)σ ′ = 12, L σ ′ = 4, des σ ′ = 8 and n = 19. As v′ = Dσ ′, we have verified that
12 = (b − ca)σ ′ = (b − ca)Dσ ′ + n − L σ ′ − des σ ′ = 5 + 19− 4 − 8,
so (iii) holds.
The composition product Φ := D−1θd is then a bijection of Sn onto itself with the
property
(b − ca)Φ(σ ) = (b − ca)σ + n − LΦ(σ )− desΦ(σ ) (1.1)
and this latter result will be the basic ingredient for proving that two bivariable statistics
are Euler–Mahonian.
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Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2 the permutations in S4 are listed in column (1). The second column contains the
images of each permutation σ under the bijection d. We can then read all the oiseau-words
belonging to Bmin4 . In column (3) the elements θdσ that are listed are the oiseau-words
belonging to Bmax4 . The entry “id” means that d σ = θd σ . This is the case for all the
oiseau-words except for σ = 2143. Notice that the oiseaux (21) and (43) commute. The
images σ ′ := Φ(σ ) are listed in column (4). In columns (5) and (6) the statistics (b − ca)
are calculated for σ ′ and for σ , respectively. The function f in column (7) is defined to be
f (σ ′) := n−L σ ′ − des σ ′, so (1.1) reads (b− ca)σ ′ = (b− ca)σ + f (σ ′). To verify that
(1.1) holds for n = 4 we just have to notice that column (5) = column (6)+ column (7).
The nonzero troughs and the double-descents are reproduced in bold-face, so statement (iv)
of Theorem 1.1 is illustrated by the fact that in each row the set of letters in bold-face is
the same in columns (1), (2), (3) and (4). For instance, 2 is a trough in σ = 3241 and
d σ = (∞0)(32)(41), but a double-descent in Φ(σ ) = 3214.
For constructing the transformations d, D and θ , and accordingly defining the two sets
Bminn and Bmaxn , we have recourse to the theory of partially commutative monoids, as
developed by Cartier and Foata [4]. The salient features are recalled in Section 2. The
partially commutative monoid generated by the set of the oiseaux is then described in
Section 3. The next two sections are devoted to the constructions of the transformations d
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and D. Surprisingly, part (iii) of Theorem 1.1 requires a delicate analysis that is carried out
in Section 6. The final sections deal with Eulerian Calculus. In particular, we prove that
four conjectures made by Babson and Steingrímsson [1] are correct.
The following notation will be used throughout. Let A be a nonempty set; we let
A∗ denote the free monoid generated by A, that is, the set of all the finite words w =
a1a2 . . . am whose letters ai belong to A. The number m of the letters in the word w is the
length of w, denoted by |w|. If E is a subset of A, then |w|E is the number of letters of w
that belong to E . When the underlying alphabet A is the set of the integers, then tot w
designates the sum of its letters: tot w = a1 + a2 + · · · + am (“tot” stands for “total”). As
noted before, Lw designates the rightmost letter am of w. Furthermore, Fw refers to its
leftmost letter a1 (the first one).
When the alphabet A is totally ordered, the number of descents of w is defined to be the
number of integers j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1 and a j > a j+1. It is expressed as (ba)w or
desw. Further statistics, that are introduced in the final sections, refer to Eulerian Calculus
proper.
2. Partially commutative monoids
Let A∗ be the free monoid generated by a nonempty set A and let C be a subset of
A× A containing no element of the form (a, a) and such that (a′, a) belongs to C if (a, a′)
does. Two words w and w′ are said to be C-adjacent if there exist two words u and v
and an ordered pair (a, a′) in C such that w = uaa′v and w′ = ua′av. Two words w
and w′ are said to be C-equivalent if they are equal, or if there exists a sequence of
words w0, w1, . . . , wp such that w0 = w, wp = w′ and wi−1 and wi are C-adjacent
for 1 ≤ i ≤ p. This defines an equivalence relation RC on A∗, compatible with the
multiplication in A∗. The quotient monoid A∗/RC is denoted by L(A;C) and is called the
C-partially commutative monoid generated by A. The C-equivalence class of a letter a ∈ A
is denoted by [a]. Two letters a, a′ are said to commute if [a][a′] = [a′][a] in L(A;C).
A subset F of A is said to be commutative if it is finite, nonempty and if any two of its
elements commute. For such a subset let [F] :=∏a∈A[a]. A letter a is said to be linked to
a subset F of A if a ∈ F or if there exists a letter in F that does not commute with a. Let F ,
F ′ be two subsets of A; then, F is said to be contiguous to F ′ if every letter of F ′ is linked
to F . Each sequence (F1, . . . , Fr ) of commutative subsets of A is called a V -sequence if
for each i = 1, . . . , r − 1 the subset Fi is contiguous to Fi+1.
Theorem 2.1. For every element u in L(A;C) there is a unique V -sequence (F1, . . . , Fr )
such that u = [F1] · · · [Fr ].
(See [4, p. 11] for a proof.)
We mention a further property that is needed in the present context. Suppose that the
alphabet A is totally ordered and let “≤” denote the total ordering. A wordw = a1a2 . . . am
is said to be C-minimal (resp. C-maximal) if for each i = 1, 2, . . . ,m − 1 the following
property holds:
if ai and ai+1 commute, then ai < ai+1 (resp. ai > ai+1). (2.1)
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Proposition 2.2. Each C-equivalence class in L(A;C) contains one and only one C-
minimal (resp. C-maximal) word.
Proof. Let u = [b1][b2] . . . [bm] be a C-equivalence class and let (F1, F2, . . . , Fr ) be its
V -sequence. Denote the minimum of F1 (with respect to the total ordering on A) by a1.
The product [F1 \ {a1}][F2] · · · [Fr ] in L(A;C) admits a V -sequence (G1,G2, . . . ,Gs).
More essentially, the inclusion F1\{a1} ⊂ G1 holds, as can be verified directly, or by using
Corollary 1.4 on p. 15 in [4]. Extract a2 := min G1 from B1. If a2 belongs to F1, both a1
and a2 commute and a1 < a2; if a2 ∈ F1, then a2 necessarily belongs to F2 and commutes
with all the letters in F1\{a1}. Consequently, a1 and a2 do not commute. Again form the
new class [G1 \ {a2}][G2] · · · [Gs], and so on. At the end we get a word a1a2 . . . am such
that either ai < ai+1, or ai and ai+1 do not commute.
To prove the uniqueness, take two distinct C-minimal words v and v′ supposed to be
C-equivalent. It suffices to consider the case where v = a1a2 . . . am , v′ = ai1 ai2 . . . aim
with a1 = ai1 . Those words may also be expressed as v = a1a2 . . . a j ai1 a j+2 . . . am and
v′ = ai1 ai2 . . . aik a1aik+2 . . . aim , with ai1 = a1, a2, . . . , a j and a1 = ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aik .
As v and v′ are supposed to be C-equivalent, the letter ai1 (resp. a1) commutes with
a1, a1, . . . , a j (resp. with ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aik ). But as v and v′ are both C-minimal, the two
relations a1 < ai1 , ai1 < a1 hold, a contradiction. To prove the “resp.” part, simply replace
“min” vy “max” and “<” by “>” in the above derivation. 
In the following the map that sends each C-minimal word in A∗ onto the C-maximal
word that belongs to the same C-equivalence class will be denoted by θ . If v =
a1a2 . . . am is C-minimal, we form the C-class u = [a1][a2] · · · [am], then its V -sequence
(F1, F2, . . . , Fr ). Following the proof of the previous proposition, define b1 := max F1
and form the V -sequence (G1,G2, . . . , Fs) of [F1 \ {b1}][F2] . . . [Fr ]. Further, define
b2 := max G1, and so on. Finally, θ(v) = b1b2 . . . bm .
3. The oiseau partially commutative monoid
Now A will designate the set of all the oiseaux (pdth), as defined in the introduction
and C will be the set of all pairs ((pdth), (p′d ′t ′h′)) of oiseaux such that either (pdth)
(p′d ′t ′h′) or (pdth)  (p′d ′t ′h′). We form the free monoid A∗ generated by A. Its
elements are the oiseau-words v = (p0d0t0h0)(p1d1t1h1) . . . (pr dr tr hr ). We also consider
the C-partially commutative monoid L(A;C). The C-equivalence class of each oiseau
(pdth) will be denoted by [pdth].
For each n ≥ 1 the two classes of oiseau-words Bminn and Bmaxn , mentioned
in the statement of Theorem 1.1, are defined as follows. A oiseau-word v =
(p0d0t0h0)(p1d1t1h1) . . . (pr dr tr hr ) belongs to Bminn (resp. to Bmaxn ) if and only if the
following three conditions hold:
(i) the oiseau-word v is C-minimal (resp. C-maximal);
(ii) p0 =∞, d0 = e (the empty word) and t0 = 0;
(iii) the factor h0 p1d1t1h1 . . . pr dr tr hr is a permutation of 1, 2, . . . n.
Let [v] = [p0d0t0h0] . . . [prdr tr hr ] be the C-equivalence class of an element
v = (p0d0t0h0) . . . (pr dr tr hr ) of Bminn (resp. of Bmaxn ). As p0d0t0 = ∞0, no oiseau
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(pi di ti hi )(i = 1, . . . , r) can commute with (p0d0t0h0) = (∞0h0). Hence, all the words
in the C-equivalence class [v] start with (∞0h0) and the first factor in the V -sequence
of [v] is reduced to the single term [(∞0h0)]. The set of all the C-equivalence classes that
contain one element of Bminn (and only one by Proposition 2.2) will be designated by Bn .
The three sets Bn , Bminn , Bmaxn can be put into a one-to-one correspondence. In particular,
Bmaxn = θ(Bminn ), where θ is the bijection introduced at the end of Section 2.
Example. The following word:
v = (∞, 0, 19)(18, 3, 1)(16, 4, 2, 6, 10, 14)(9, 5, 7)(11, 8)(13, 12)(17, 15)
is an element of Bmin19 . To derive θ(v), calculate the V -sequence of [v] that reads
(F1, F2, F3, F4, F5) with
F1 = {(∞, 0, 19)}, F2 = {(18, 3, 1)}, F3 = {(16, 4, 2, 6, 10, 14)},
F4 = {(9, 5, 7), (13, 12), (17, 15)}, F5 = {(11, 8)}.
Then a1 = max F1 = (∞, 0, 19). The V -sequence of [F2][F3][F4][F5] is simply
(F2, F3, F4, F5), so a2 = (18, 3, 1). The V -sequence of [F3][F4][F5] is (F3, F4, F5) and
a3 = (16, 4, 2, 6, 10, 14). The V -sequence of [F4][F5] is (F4, F5) and a4 = max F4 =
(17, 15). The V -sequence of [F4 \ {a4}][F5] is ({(9, 5, 7), (13, 12)}, {(11, 8)}) and a5 =
(13, 12). Finally, a6 = (9, 5, 7), a7 = (11, 8), so
θ(v) = (∞, 0, 19)(18, 3, 1)(16, 4, 2, 6, 10, 14)(17, 15)(13, 12)(9, 5, 7)(11, 8).
The next two sections will be devoted to constructing two bijections d and D of the
permutation group Sn onto Bminn and Bmaxn , respectively.
4. The first transformation
To construct the first bijection d of Sn onto Bminn we proceed as follows. Let σ =
x1x2 · · · xn be a permutation of the word 12 . . .n, written as a linear word. Let x0 := 0,
x−1 = xn+1 := +∞ and consider the word 0σ = x0x1 . . . xn . By peak of 0σ we mean
a letter x j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ n and x j−1 < x j , x j > x j+1. By trough we mean a letter
x j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ n and x j−1 > x j , x j < x j+1. Accordingly, each permutation 0σ
has (r + 1) troughs and r peaks for some r ≥ 0. By double-descent we mean a letter x j
such that 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 and x j−1 > x j > x j+1. By double-rise we mean a letter x j such
that 1 ≤ j ≤ n and x j−1 < x j < x j+1. As above, p and t will designate letters which
are peaks and troughs, respectively, while d , h, will designate words all letters which are
double-descents, double-rises, respectively. There is a unique factorization
t0h0 | p1d1t1h1 | p2d2t2h2 | . . . | prdr tr hr (4.1)
of 0σ , called its peak factorization, having the following properties:
(1) r ≥ 0; t0 = 0;
(2) the pi ’s are the peaks and the ti ’s the troughs of the permutation;
(3) for each i the symbols hi , di are words, possibly empty, all letters of which are double-
rises, double-descents, respectively. It will be convenient to let p0 = pr+1 := +∞.
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In each component p j d j t j h j the peak p j is not necessarily the greatest letter of the
factor, so (p j d j t j h j ) may not be a oiseau. The transformation d will consist of moving to
the left the different double-rises in such a way that the new factors, say, (p j d j t j h′j ) will
be oiseaux; in particular, p j  h′j .
Let y be a double-rise of 0σ , so that y is a letter of the factor h j for some j (0 ≤ j ≤ r).
Define ϕ(y) to be the greatest integer i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ j and pi > y > ti . Then, the
following inequalities hold:
pi > y > ti , y > pi+1, . . . , y > p j , t j < y < p j+1. (4.2)
Next, define h′i to be the increasing word of all double-rises y in σ such that ϕ(y) = i .
If ϕ(y) = i for every double-descent y of 0σ , let h′i be the empty word. Clearly, (∞0h′0)
is a oiseau, as is each letter (pi di ti h′i ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , r . Define d σ to be the following
element in A∗ (remember that t0 = 0):
d σ := (∞t0h′0)(p1d1t1h′1)(p2d2t2h′2) . . . (pr dr tr h′r ). (4.3)
For example, start with the peak-factorized permutation
that has seven factors, numbered from 0 to 6. The peaks (resp. the troughs) are caused
to materialize by “∧” (resp. “∨”) and the double-rises are written in bold-face. We have
p0 = ∞, p1 = 18, p2 = 16, p3 = 9, p4 = 11, p5 = 13, p6 = 17. Also, t0 = 0,
t1 = 1, t2 = 2, t3 = 5, t4 = 8, t5 = 12, t6 = 15. Next, the double-descent factors read
d1 = 3; d2 = 4, d3 = d4 = d5 = d6 = e (the empty word) and the double-rise factors
h0 = h1 = e; h2 = 6; h3 = 7, 10; h4 = e; h5 = 14; h6 = 19.
Thus ϕ(6) = 2, ϕ(7) = 3, ϕ(10) = 2, ϕ(14) = 2, ϕ(19) = 0 (remember that p0 = ∞)
and h′0 = 19; h′2 = 6, 10, 14; h′3 = 7; h′4 = h′5 = h′6 = e. Hence
d σ = (∞, 0, 19)(18, 3, 1)(16, 4, 2, 6, 10, 14)(9, 5, 7)(11, 8)(13, 12)(17, 15).
Go back to the general case. For each i = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1 the trough ti is less than
both pi and pi+1. Hence, if pi > pi+1, the two oiseaux (pi di ti h′i ) and (pi+1di+1ti+1h′i+1)
cannot commute. In an equivalent manner, if (pidi ti h′i ) and (pi+1di+1ti+1h′i+1) commute,
then pi < pi+1 and also (pidi ti h′i ) < (pi+1di+1ti+1h′i+1) (for the lexicographic order).
But as the oiseaux commute, the <-sign can be replaced by the -sign, so d σ is minimal.
The map d is bijective. The construction of d given above is perfectly reversible. Let
v = (∞t0h′0)(p1d1t1h′1)(p2d2t2h′2) . . . (pr dr tr h′r ) be an element of Bminn and let y be a
double-rise in the word pi di ti h′i (0 ≤ i ≤ r) (with p0 = ∞, d0 = e and t0 = 0).
If pi < pi+1 (remember that pr+1 = ∞ by convention), let ϕ−(y) := i . If
pi > pi+1, define ϕ−(y) to be the smallest integer j such that i + 1 ≤ j ≤ r and
y < p j+1. Then, define h j to be the increasing word of all double-rises y from each
of the words p0d0t0h′0, . . . , pr dr tr h′r such that ϕ−(y) = j and form the permutation
σ− := t0h0 p1d1t1h1 pr dr tr hr .
As the inequalities in (4.2) hold, we have the equivalence
[y is a letter of h j and ϕ(y) = i ] ⇔ [y is a letter of h′i and ϕ−(y) = j ].
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To show that d is reversible we only have to verify that the factorization
t0h0 | p1d1t1h1 | . . . | pr dr tr hr ,
is the peak factorization of σ−, essentially verifying that the p j ’s are the peaks of σ−.
When p j > p j+1, we do not have p j d j t j h′j  p j+1d j+1t j+1h′j+1, because v is supposed
to be minimal; hence t j < p j+1. The double-rises in h′j less than p j+1 occur in h j , while
the double-rises greater than p j+1 occur in a factor hi with i ≥ j + 1. It follows that
p j+1 is greater than all the letters of h j . It is then a peak of σ−, so σ− = σ . Thus d is a
bijection.
Example. Start with the C-minimal word
v = (∞, 0, 19)(18, 3, 1)(16, 4, 2, 6, 10, 14)(9, 5, 7)(11, 8)(13, 12)(17, 15)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
We have ϕ−(19) = 6; ϕ−(6) = 2; ϕ−(10) = 3; ϕ−(14) = 5; ϕ−(7) = 3; so h0 = h1 = e;
h2 = 6; h3 = 7, 10; h4 = e; h5 = 14; h6 = 19 and
d−1v = σ =| 18, 3, 1 | 16, 4, 2, 6 | 9, 5, 7, 10 | 11, 8 | 13, 12, 14 | 17, 15, 19.
5. The second transformation
In the second transformation the key role will be played by the double-descents rather
than the double-rises. The peak factorization is replaced by the trough factorization
that consists of cutting the permutation just before each trough. More formally, each
permutation σ = x1x2 . . . xn has a unique factorization
h0 p0d0 | t1h1 p1d1 | t2h2 p2d2 | . . . | tr hr pr dr ,
where all the previous notation for the letters h, p, d , t has been kept. By convention, this
time, t0 = tr+1 = −∞.
Construction of the transformation D. There are four steps in the construction:
(1) The first step consists of transposing the factors ti hi and pidi in each compartment,
for i = 1, 2, . . . , r , the first compartment remaining alike, to obtain
h0 p0d0 | p1d1t1h1 | p2d2t2h2 | . . . | pr dr tr hr .
(2) Let x be a letter of the factor di (1 ≤ i ≤ r). Either there exists an integer j such
that 1 ≤ j ≤ i and p j > x > t j and ψ−(x) will denote the greatest integer with
those properties, or such an integer does not exist and we define ψ−(x) := 0. Also let
ψ−(x) := 0 for each letter x in the factor d0.
(3) For each i = 0, 1, . . . , r form the decreasing factor di with all the letters x such that
ψ−(x) = i .
(4′) If the word d0 is empty, define Dσ to be the word in A∗ [later it will be shown that
each letter (. . .) is a oiseau]
D σ := (∞0h0 p0)(p1d1t1h1)(p2d2t2h2) . . . (pr dr tr hr ).
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(4′′) If d0 is nonempty, denote its rightmost letter by t0; hence d0 may be written as
d0 = d ′0t0 for some (decreasing) factor d ′0. If h0 = e, let h′0 = h′′0 := e; if t0  h0,
let h′0 := e, h′′0 := h0; if h0  t0, let h′0 := h0, h′′0 := e. Otherwise, the word h0 may
be expressed (in a unique manner) as h0 = h′0h′′0, in such a way that h′0  t0  h′′0.
Then define
Dσ := (∞0h′0)(p0d ′0t0h′′0)(p1d1t1h1)(p2d2t2h2) . . . (pr dr tr hr ).
Example 1. Consider the following permutation already trough-factorized:
Step (1) yields
In step (2) we have to define: ψ−(15) = 1, ψ−(6) = 1, ψ−(10) = 3, ψ−(11) = 4,
ψ−(8) = 3; ψ−(4) = 5, so we may form, as prescribed in step (3), d0 = e; d1 = 15, 6;
d2 = e; d3 = 10, 8; d4 = 11; d5 = 4.
As d0 = e, step (4′) applies, so
D σ := (∞, 0, 18, 20)(17, 15, 6, 3, 7)(19, 16)(14, 10, 8, 2, 12)(13, 11, 9)(5, 4, 1).
Example 2. With the permutation
already trough-factorized, step (1) yields
In step (2) we define: ψ−(17) = 0, ψ−(15) = 0, ψ−(9) = 2, ψ−(7) = 0, ψ−(5) = 4,
ψ−(3) = 4. In step (3) we get: d0 = 17, 15, 7; d1 = e; d2 = 9; d3 = e; d4 = 5, 3.
As d0 = 17, 15, 7 is nonempty, we apply (4′′) with h0 = 1, 6, 11 and d ′0 = 7. We get
h′0 = 1, 6 < 7 < 11 = h′′0. Hence
D σ = (∞, 0, 1, 6)(18, 17, 15, 7, 11)(20, 16)(14, 9, 8, 12)(13, 10)(19, 5, 3, 2, 4).
Several properties are to be verified.
(a) Each letter in D σ is a oiseau. First, 0  h0  p0, so (∞0h0 p0) is a oiseau. Next,
for each i = 1, 2, . . . , r we have pi  di  ti by (2)–(3). Also ti  hi  pi , since ti is
a trough and pi a peak in the permutation σ . Consequently, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , r , each
letter (pi di ti hi ) is a oiseau.
Now, if x is a letter in d0, it is also a letter in d0 by (2), so p0  x  t1. Furthermore,
if x is a letter of some di with 1 ≤ i ≤ r and ψ−(x) = 0, then x < t1, x < t2, . . . , x < ti .
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As p0  t1, we conclude that p0  x . Hence, p0  d0 and (p0d0h′′0) = (p0d ′0t0h′′0) is
also a oiseau.
(b) The word D σ is C-maximal. First (∞0h0 p0) (resp. (∞0h′0)) does not commute
with any one of the other letters in D σ . As ti+1 is the closest trough to the right of the
peak pi in σ , we have pi > ti+1(i ≥ 1). Hence pi di ti hi  pi+1di+1ti+1hi+1 cannot hold.
It then follows that if (pi di ti hi ) and (pi+1di+1ti+1hi+1) commute, we necessarily have
pi di ti hi  pi+1di+1ti+1hi+1. Finally, as p0 > t1, we show, using the same argument,
that if (p0d ′0t0h′′0) and (p1d1t1h1) commute, we have (p0d ′0t0h′′0) (p1d1t1h1). Thus D σ
is C-maximal.
(c) Construction of the inverse D−1. Compare steps (4′) and (4′′). In (4′) the rightmost
letter p0 in the first oiseau is greater than the trough t1 in the second oiseau. In (4′′) the
rightmost letter of 0h′0 in the first oiseau is less than the trough t0 in the second oiseau. This
makes up the first step in the definition of the reverse of D. Let v = ω0ω1 . . . ωs belong
to Bmaxn with ω0 = (∞0k0). If s = 0, then D−1 v = k0 = 1, 2, . . . , n. Assume now that
s ≥ 1.
(i) If the rightmost letter of 0k0 is not less than the trough in the oiseau ω1, it cannot
be 0; denote it by p0. We may express v as
v = (∞0h0 p0)(p1d1t1h1)(p2d2t2h2) . . . (pr dr tr hr ), (5.1)
with r = s, 0h0 p0 = 0k0 and (pidi ti hi ) = ωi for i = 1, 2, . . . , r .
(ii) If the rightmost letter of 0k0 is less than the trough in the oiseau ω1, we may
express v as
v = (∞0h′0)(p0d ′0t0h′′0)(p1d1t1h1)(p2d2t2h2) . . . (pr dr tr hr ), (5.2)
with r = s − 1, ω0 = (∞0k0) = (∞0h′0), ω1 = (p0d ′0t0h′′0) and ωi+1 = (pi di ti hi ) for
i = 0, 1, . . . , r and 0h′0  t0. Then define h0 := h′0h′′0, d0 := d ′0t0.
In both cases the words di , hi and the letter pi have been defined for each i = 0, 1, . . . , r
and the letter ti for i = 1, 2 . . . , r . We form the factorization
h0 p0d0 | t1h1 p1d1 | t2h2 p2d2 | · · · | tr hr pr dr . (5.3)
With the convention tr+1 = −∞ and for i = 0, 1, . . . , r we move each letter x of di to the
right until it falls between a peak p j and the next trough t j+1. More formally, we define
ψ(x) to be the least integer j such that i ≤ j ≤ r and p j > x > t j+1 and let d j be the
decreasing word with all the letters x such that ψ(x) = j . As ti  hi  pi , because the
letters of v are oiseaux, the factorization
h0 p0d0 | t1h1 p1d1 | t2h2 p2d2 | · · · | tr hr pr dr (5.4)
is a trough factorization of a permutation. This defines D−1 v. We also convince ourselves
that D−1D and DD−1 are identity maps.
Example 1. Let
v = (∞, 0, 18, 20)(17, 15, 6, 3, 7)(19, 16)(14, 10, 8, 2, 12)(13, 11, 9)(5, 4, 1)
belong to Bmax20 . As the rightmost letter 20 of the factor 0, 18, 20 is not less than the trough 3
of the second oiseau, step (i) applies. We define h0 = 18, 20, p0 = 20, d1 = 15, 6, d2 = e,
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d3 = 10, 8, d4 = 11, d5 = 4. Next, form the factorization introduced in (5.3):
18, 20 | 3, 7, 17, 15, 6 | 16, 19 | 2, 12, 14, 10, 8 | 9, 13, 11 | 1, 5, 4
and move the letters of the di ’s (the letters in bold-face) to the right until they are inserted
correctly between a peak and the next trough. We get
18, 20 | 3, 7, 17 | 16, 19, 15, 6 | 2, 12, 14, 10 | 9, 13, 11, 8 | 1, 5, 4.
This is the trough factorization of the permutation D−1v.
Example 2. The following word:
v = (∞, 0, 1, 6)(18, 17, 15, 7, 11)(20, 16)(14, 9, 8, 12)(13, 10)(19, 5, 3, 2, 4)
belongs to Bmax20 . The rightmost letter 6 of the factor 0, 1, 6 is less than the trough 7 of the
second oiseau, so step (ii) applies. We have h′0 = 1, 6, p0 = 18, d ′0 = 17, 15, t0 = 7,
h′′0 = 11; then h0 = h′0h′′0 = 1, 6, 11, d0 = d ′0t0 = 17, 15, 7, d1 = e, d2 = 9, d3 = e,
d4 = 5, 3. Thus, the (5.1)-factorization reads
1, 6, 11, 18, 17, 15, 7 | 16, 20 | 8, 12, 14, 9 | 10, 13 | 2, 4, 19, 5, 3.
Next, we move the letters in bold-face to the right, following the rule described before. We
get
1, 6, 11, 18, 17 | 16, 20, 15 | 8, 12, 14 | 10, 13, 9, 7 | 2, 4, 19, 5, 3,
which is the trough factorization of a permutation σ = D−1v.
6. Order statistics
Let 0σ = 0x1x2 . . . xn be a permutation, starting with 0, whose peak factorization reads
t0h0 | p1d1t1h1 | p2d2t2h2 | . . . | pr dr tr hr .
Let p0 := ∞, d0 := e, t0 = 0 and for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ r let |pidi ti hi |]t j ,p j [ denote the number
of letters in the word pidi ti hi that belong to the open interval ]t j , p j [. As only the factors
pi di ti contain subfactors of the form ca, we can express (b − ca)σ as
(b − ca)σ =
∑
1≤ j≤r
∑
i< j
|pi di ti hi |]t j ,p j [. (6.1)
Now, let v = (∞0h0)(p1d1t1h′1) . . . (pr dr tr h′r ) belong to the C-equivalence class Bn
and define
(b − ca)v :=
∑
1≤ j≤r
∑
i< j
|pidi ti h′i |]t j ,p j [, (6.2)
keeping the convention p0 := ∞, d0 := e, t0 = 0. When two oiseaux (pidi ti h′i ),
(p j d j t j h′j ) commute, |pidi ti h′i |]t j ,p j [ = 0. It then follows that if two elements v, v′ in A∗,
of valuation 1n , are C-equivalent, then
(b − ca)v = (b − ca)v′. (6.3)
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When we go from σ to d σ , only the positions of some double-rises y change, and if
they do, those double-rises move to the left, but not to the left of factors pi di ti hi such that
pi > y, as shown in (4.2). Hence, we also have
|pidi ti h′i |]t j ,p j [ = |pidi ti hi |]t j ,p j [
for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ r . Hence,
(b − ca)σ = (b − ca)dσ. (6.4)
But as the statistic (b − ca) depends only on the C-equivalence class and not on its
representative by (6.3), we also have
(b − ca)θ(dσ) = (b − ca)dσ. (6.5)
The next proposition is the analog for D of property (6.4). It requires a longer proof.
Proposition 6.1. Let σ be a permutation of order n. Then
(b − ca)σ − (b − ca)Dσ = n − L σ − desσ. (6.6)
Proof. Let v := D σ . As seen in Section 5 (c), the element v is in Bmaxn and appears
in the form (5.1) or in the form (5.2). When r = 0, we have v = (∞0h0 p0) or
v = (∞0h′0)(p0d ′0t0h′′0). In the first case, σ = h0 p0 is the increasing word 12 . . .n and
identity (6.6) holds. In the second case, σ = h′0h′′0 p0d ′0t0 and desσ = |p0d ′0|, (b− ca)σ =|h′0h′′0 |]t0,p0[ = |h′′0|]t0,p0[ = |h′′0|. On the other hand, (b − ca)Dσ = |h′0|]t0,p0[ = 0,
since h′0  t0, whenever h′0 is nonempty. Thus, the left-hand side of (6.6) is equal to|h′′0 |.
To evaluate the right-hand side of (6.6) consider two cases: (i) h′0 = h′′0 = e; (ii) h′0, h′′0
not both empty. In case (i) n−L σ−des σ = p0−1−(p0−1) = 0 = |h′′0|, since p0d ′0t0 =
n(n − 1) . . . 1. In case (ii) we have n − L σ − des σ = p0 − 1 − |p0d ′0| = p0 − |p0d ′0t0|,
which is equal to the number of letters in σ less than t0. This number is precisely |h′′0|.
Thus (6.6) holds for r = 0.
We then proceed by induction on r and assume that r ≥ 1. The construction of D, given
in Section 5, depends only on the total ordering on the set {1, 2, . . . , n}. The latter set can
then be replaced by any set E of integers of the same cardinality. Let SE be the set of
the permutations of E . Then the set D(SE ) will again be denoted by Bmaxn , the context
indicating the underlying set E that is in use.
Having this convention in mind we can write v, using the notation (5.1) and (5.2), as
v = v1(pr dr tr hr ), where v1 is an element of Bmaxn1 for some n1 ≤ n− 2. Let σ1 := D−1v1.
Again notice that σ1 is a permutation of a set of cardinality n1. We shall evaluate the left-
hand side of (6.6) as the sum U1 +U2 − U3, where
U1 := (b − ca)σ − (b − ca)σ1; U2 := (b − ca)σ1 − (b − ca)v1;
U3 := (b − ca)v − (b − ca)v1.
A first evaluation of U3. Using (5.1) and (5.2) let
w := h0 p0 p1d1t1h1 . . . pr−1dr−1tr−1hr−1
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(resp. h′0 p0d ′0t0h′′0 p1d1t1h1 . . . pr−1dr−1tr−1hr−1). Then
(b − ca)v − (b − ca)v1 = |w|]tr ,pr [. (6.7)
Evaluation of U1. By (5.4), σ = h0 p0d0t1h1 p1d1 . . . tr hr prdr . In the construction of
D−1σ the decreasing factor dr is made of the double-descents x in w such that ψ(x) = r
(let d ′
r−1 be the decreasing word made of those letters x), plus all the double-descents in
the factor dr . Also, by construction,
d ′r−1  tr (6.8)
and also,
tr  dr , (6.9)
since (pr dr tr hr ) is a oiseau. Hence
dr = dr d ′r−1. (6.10)
Accordingly,
σ = h0 p0d0t1h1 p1d1 . . . tr−1hr−1 pr−1dr−1tr hr pr dr d ′r−1;
σ1 = h0 p0d0t1h1 p1d1 . . . tr−1hr−1 pr−1dr−1d ′r−1.
We can evaluate U1, the open intervals to be considered being ]tr , pr−1[ and ]L σ, pr [ for
σ and ]L σ1, pr−1[ for σ1. We get
U1 = |σ1|]tr ,pr−1[ − |pr−1dr−1d ′r−1|]tr ,pr−1[
+ |σ1|]L σ,pr [ − |d ′r−1|]L σ,pr [ + |tr hr |]L σ,pr [
− |σ1|]L σ1,pr−1[ + |pr−1dr−1d ′r−1|]L σ1,pr−1[. (6.11)
Evaluation of U2. As the bottoms of the descents are the ti ’s and the double-descents,
we have des σ − des σ1 = |dr−1tr | + |dr d ′r−1| − |dr−1d ′r−1| = |tr dr |. On the other hand,
n − L σ = |σ |]L σ,+∞[, so by induction
U2 = |σ1|]L σ1,+∞[ − des σ1
= |σ1|]L σ1,+∞[ − des σ + |tr dr |. (6.12)
Evaluation of U3. Again take the expression derived in (6.7). The word w is
a rearrangement of h0 p0d0t1h1 p1d1 . . . tr−1hr−1 pr−1dr−1 [see (5.3)] and also of
h0 p0d0t1h1 p1 . . . tr−1hr−1 pr−1dr−1d ′r−1 = σ1 [see (5.4)] by definition of d ′r−1. Hence
U3 = |σ1|]tr ,pr [. (6.13)
To calculate U1+U2−U3, two cases are to be considered: (i) L σ = L σ1; (ii) L σ = L σ1.
Case (i): The factor d ′
r−1 is nonempty. By (6.8) we have L σ = L d ′r−1 < tr and
−|pr−1dr−1d ′r−1|]tr ,pr−1[ − |d ′r−1|]L σ,pr [ + |pr−1dr−1d ′r−1|]L σ,pr−1[ = 0.
There are three terms of the form |σ |]...[ in (6.11) and one in (6.13) and their contribution
to U1 − U3 is
|σ1|]tr ,pr−1[ + |σ1|]L σ,pr [ − |σ1|]L σ1,pr−1[ − |σ1|]tr ,pr [ = 0,
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since L σ = L σ1. Hence
U1 +U2 −U3 = |tr hr |]L σ,pr [ + |σ1|]L σ,+∞[ − desσ + |tr dr |
= |σ1|]L σ,+∞[ + |pr dr tr hr | − desσ
= |σ |]L σ,+∞[ − des σ.
Case (ii): The factor d ′
r−1 is then empty and L σ1 = L pr−1dr−1 > tr , L σ > tr , dr = dr .
Then
|σ1|]L σ1,+∞[ + |σ1|]tr ,pr−1[ + |σ1|]L σ,pr [ − |σ1|]L σ1,pr−1[ − |σ1|]tr ,pr [
= |σ1|]L σ1,+∞[ + |σ1|]tr ,L σ1] − |σ1|]tr ,L σ ]
=
{|σ1|]L σ1,+∞[ + |σ1|]L σ,L σ1], if L σ < L σ1;|σ1|]L σ1,+∞[ − |σ1|]L σ1,L σ ], if L σ1 < L σ.
= |σ1|]L σ,+∞[.
Also
−|pr−1dr−1d ′r−1|]tr ,pr−1[ − |d ′r−1|]L σ,pr [ + |pr−1dr−1d ′r−1|]L σ1,pr−1[ = −1.
Hence
U1 +U2 −U3 = |σ1|]L σ,+∞[ − des σ + |tr hr |]L σ,pr [ + |tr dr | − 1
= |σ1|]L σ,+∞[ − des σ + |prdr tr hr |]L σ,+∞[
= |σ |]L σ,+∞[ − des σ. 
With the completion of Proposition 6.1, all the statements of Theorem 1.1 have been
proved, except statement (iv). In fact, only the steps (4′) and (4′′) in the definition of D
(see Section 5) modify the nature of some peaks, troughs, double-descents or double-rises.
In (4′) the peak p0 becomes a double-rise, but troughs and double-descents remain alike.
In (4′′) the rightmost letter of d0, a descent, becomes a trough. In both cases, the set of
troughs and double-descents is not modified. This proves statement (iv).
7. Euler–Mahonian statistics
Let us go back to the notation introduced by Babson and Steingrímsson [1] for “atomic”
permutation statistics. For each permutation α, β, γ of a, b, c the expression (α− βγ )(w)
is meant to be the number of pairs (i, j), 1 ≤ i < j < n, such that the orderings of the two
triples (xi , x j , x j+1) and (α, β, γ ) are identical. Of course, (ba)σ denotes the number of
descents, desσ (i.e. the number of places 1 ≤ i < n such that xi > xi+1). Finally, [b−a)σ
is the number of x j such that x1 > x j , that is, x1 − 1.
Using these atomic objects, Babson and Steingrímsson noticed that the two classical
Mahonian statistics, the inversion number “inv” and the major index “maj”, could be
written in terms of those patterns. For instance, inv = (bc−a)+(ca−b)+(cb−a)+(ba)
and maj = (a − cb) + (b − ca) + (c − ba) + (ba). It is worth mentioning that an
analogous notation has been introduced by Han ([8, Theorem 2.1]) that enabled him to
make a link between the major index and the Denert statistic. The former authors were
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then motivated to perform a computer search for all statistics that could be thus written
and be “conjecturally Mahonian”. Several of the statistics they have introduced have been
shown to be Mahonian since. However, their Conjecture 11 has remained open (it will be
stated later on). Our purpose will be to prove its correctness by using the previous algebraic
set-up. Before doing so let us recall some basic notation and facts for Euler–Mahonian
statistics.
As usual,
(a; q)n :=
{
1, if n = 0;
(1 − a)(1− aq) . . . (1 − aqn−1), if n ≥ 1; (7.1)
(a; q)∞ := lim
n
(a; q)n =
∏
n≥0
(1 − aqn). (7.2)
Also,
[n]q := 1 − q
n
1 − q = (1 + q + · · · + q
n−1); (7.3)
[n]q ! := (q; q)n
(1 − q)n = [n]q [n − 1]q · · · [1]q
= (1 + q + · · · + qn−1)(1 + q + · · · + qn−2) · · · (1). (7.4)
The sequence of polynomials ([n]q !) (n ≥ 0) is said to be Mahonian. On the other
hand, a statistic “stat” (actually, we should say a sequence (statn) (n ≥ 0) of statistics,
where statn is defined on the symmetric group Sn) is said to be Mahonian if for every
n ≥ 0 we have∑
w∈Sn
qstatw = [n]q !.
A sequence (An(t, q))(n ≥ 0) of polynomials in two variables, t and q , is said to be
Euler–Mahonian, if one of the following equivalent conditions holds:
(1) For every n ≥ 0,
1
(t; q)n+1 An(t, q) =
∑
s≥0
ts([s + 1]q)n . (7.5)
(2) The exponential generating function for the fractions An(t, q)/(t; q)n+1 is given by∑
n≥0
un
n!
An(t, q)
(t; q)n+1 =
∑
s≥0
ts exp(u[s + 1]q). (7.6)
(3) The sequence (An(t, q)) satisfies the recurrence relation
(1 − q)An(t, q) = (1 − tqn)An−1(t, q)− q(1 − t)An−1(tq, q). (7.7)
(4) Let An(t, q) =∑s≥0 ts An,s(q). Then the coefficients An,s(q) satisfy the recurrence
An,s(q) = [s + 1]q An−1,s(q)+ qs[n − s]q An−1,s−1(q). (7.8)
It is routine to prove that those four conditions are equivalent (see, e.g., [5, Sections 6,
7] for a proof in a more general setting). Now a pair of statistics (stat1, stat2) defined
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on each symmetric group Sn (n ≥ 0) is said to be Euler–Mahonian if for every n ≥ 0
we have∑
w∈Sn
tstat1wqstat2w = An(t, q).
The first values of the Euler–Mahonian polynomials are the following:
A0(t, q) = A1(t, q) = 1; A2(t, q) = 1 + tq;
A3(t, q) = 1 + t (2q + 2q2)+ t2q3;
A4(t, q) = 1 + t (3q + 5q2 + 3q3)+ t2(3q3 + 5q4 + 3q5)+ t3q6;
A5(t, q) = 1 + t (4q + 9q2 + 9q3 + 4q4)+ t2(6q3 + 16q4 + 22q5 + 16q6 + 6q7)
+ t3(4q6 + 9q7 + 9q8 + 4q9)+ t4q10.
The bistatistic that is Euler–Mahonian par excellence is the pair (des ,maj). The proof of
this statement goes back to Carlitz [2,3], although some q-calculations for the major index
already appeared in [9]. Further bistatistics have since been introduced and proved to be
Euler–Mahonian, in particular the pair (des ,mak) (see [7]), where
mak := (a − cb)+ (b − ca)+ (cb − a)+ (ba). (7.9)
Actually, the original “mak”, as introduced by Foata and Zeilberger [7], reads
(a − cb)+ (ca − b)+ (cb − a)+ (ba),
but Babson and Steingrímsson changed the notation. However, we shall stick
with Definition (7.9) in the following. Notice that to prove that (des, mak) is
Euler–Mahonian requires only a slight modification in the argument used in [7, Section 8].
Babson–Steingrímsson’s Conjecture 11 is the following.
Conjecture 11. Let
S1 := (a − cb)+ (b − ac)+ (cb − a)+ [b − a),
S2 := (a − cb)+ (b − ac)+ (c − ba)+ [b − a),
S3 := (a − cb)+ (b − ca)+ (cb − a)+ [b − a),
S4 := (a − cb)+ (b − ca)+ (c − ba)+ [b − a).
Then the bistatistics (des , Si ) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are Euler–Mahonian.
In the next section we prove that (des , S1) and (des , S3) are equidistributed with
(des ,mak) (this requires the machinery developed in the previous sections). The last
section is devoted to proving that (des , S2) and (des , S4) are equidistributed with
(des ,maj). This is far easier.
8. The transformationΦ
The transformation Φ := D−1θ d, already introduced in the introduction, maps
the permutation group Sn onto itself. Let Φ−1 be the inverse bijection. As is often
the case, such combinatorial bijections are now combined with the classical dihedral
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transformations, namely the reverse image r and the complement c that map each
permutation σ = x1x2 . . . xn onto r σ = xn . . . x2x1 and c σ = (n + 1 − x1)(n + 1 −
x2) . . . (n + 1 − xn), respectively.
Denote by Dbv σ the sum of the descent bottom values of the permutation σ , that is, the
sum of the troughs and double-descents of σ . The following formula can be obtained by
means of a simple counting:
Dbv = (a − cb)+ (cb − a)+ (ba). (8.1)
It follows from (7.9) that “mak” can also be expressed as
mak = Dbv+ (b − ca). (8.2)
Another statistic S will be used for technical reasons. It is defined by
S := Dbv+ (b − ca)+ (ba)+ L − n = mak + (ba)+ L − n. (8.3)
Statement (iv) of Theorem 1.1, that was proved at the end of Section 6, has two
consequences, essential for the subsequent derivation:
desΦ(σ ) = des σ (or (ba)Φ(σ ) = (ba)σ ); (8.4)
DbvΦ(σ ) = Dbvσ. (8.5)
Theorem 8.1. The transformation rΦ−1 rΦ is a bijection of Sn onto itself having the
property that
(des , S1)(rΦ−1 rΦ)(σ ) = (des ,mak) σ (8.6)
holds for each permutation σ .
Theorem 8.2. The transformation r cΦ r c is a bijection of Sn onto itself having the
property that
(des , S3)(r cΦ r c)(σ ) = (des ,mak) σ (8.7)
holds for each permutation σ .
The first step in the proof of Theorem 8.1 is to establish the following identity:
mak rΦ(σ )− mak rσ = L σ + F σ − FΦ(σ )+ desΦ(σ )− n, (8.8)
for each σ ∈ Sn .
By definition of “mak” we get
mak r = (bc − a)+ (ac − b)+ (a − bc)+ (ab).
Let T1 := (a − bc) + (bc − a) + (ab) and T2 := (b − ac) + (ac − b), so that
mak r = T1 + T2 − (b − ac). Let us evaluate T1 σ , T2 σ in terms of the factors of the
peak factorization
0h0 | p1d1t1h1 | p2d2t2h2 | . . . | pr dr tr hr
of 0σ introduced in (4.1). When σ ′′ = Φ(σ ), let us also calculate T1 σ ′′, T2 σ ′′ in terms of
the trough factorization
h′′0 p′′0d ′′0 | t ′′1 h′′1 p′′1d ′′1 | t ′′2 h′′2 p′′2d ′′2 | . . . | t ′′s h′′s p′′s d ′′s ,
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of σ ′′ introduced in Section 5. We have added a double prime to all the factors to avoid any
confusion with the factorization of σ . As θ(σ ) is a rearrangement of the oiseau-word d σ
and σ ′′ = D−1θ d σ , we have
θ(dσ) = D σ ′′ = (∞0h′0)(pi1di1 ti1 h′i1 ) . . . (pir dir tir h′ir ), (8.9)
where, as seen in (4.3), the word h′0h′1h′2 . . . h′r (and also h′0h′i1 h′i2 . . . h′ir ) is a
rearrangement of h0h1h2 . . . hr .
If xi < xi+1 holds in the permutation σ = x1x2 . . . xn , then xi is either a trough or a
double-rise. The contribution of xi to T1 σ is equal to xi if i ≤ n − 1 and 0 if i = n. As, by
convention, xn is either a trough or a double-rise, we get
T1 σ =
r∑
i=0
tot hi +
r∑
i=1
ti − L σ.
The same investigation of the contribution of each factor hi pi+1 to T2 σ leads to the
evaluation
T2 σ = (p1 − F σ − |h0|)+
r∑
i=2
(pi − ti−1 − |hi−1| − 1)+ (L σ − tr − |hr |)
=
r∑
i=1
pi −
r∑
i=1
ti −
r∑
i=0
|hi | + L σ − F σ − (r − 1),
so we have
(T1 + T2)σ =
r∑
i=1
pi +
r∑
i=0
tot hi −
r∑
i=0
|hi | − F σ − r + 1. (8.10)
In the same manner,
T1 σ ′′ =
s∑
i=0
tot h′′i +
s∑
i=1
t ′′i ;
T2 σ ′′ = (p′′0 − F σ ′′ − |h′′0 |)+
s∑
i=1
(p′′i − t ′′i − |h′′i | − 1)
=
s∑
i=0
p′′i −
s∑
i=1
t ′′i −
s∑
i=0
|h′′i | − F σ ′′ − s.
Hence
(T1 + T2)σ ′′ =
s∑
i=0
p′′i +
s∑
i=0
tot h′′i −
s∑
i=0
|h′′i | − F σ ′′ − s. (8.11)
To pursue the calculation of (T1 + T2)σ ′′ we have to take the steps (4′) and (4′′) in the
construction of D, described in Section 5, into account. In case (4′),
Dσ ′ = (∞0h′′0 p′′0)(p′′1d ′′1 t ′′1 h′′1) · · · (p′′s d ′′s t ′′s h′′s ),
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so, by comparison with (8.9),
(T1 + T2)σ ′′ =
r∑
i=1
pi +
r∑
i=0
tot h′i −
(
r∑
i=0
|h′i | − 1
)
− F σ ′′ − r
=
r∑
i=1
pi +
r∑
i=0
tot hi −
r∑
i=0
|hi | − F σ ′′ − r + 1. (8.12)
In case (4′′),
D σ ′′ = (∞0(h′0)′′)(p′′0((d ′0)′′t ′′0 (h′′0)′′))(p′′1d ′′1 t ′′1 h′′1) · · · (p′′s d ′′s t ′′s h′′s ).
By comparison with (8.9),
(T1 + T2)σ ′′ =
r∑
i=1
pi +
r∑
i=0
tot h′i −
r∑
i=0
|h′i | − F σ ′ − (r − 1)
=
r∑
i=1
pi +
r∑
i=0
tot hi −
r∑
i=0
|hi | − F σ ′ − r + 1. (8.13)
Thus, the two expressions for (T1 + T2)σ ′′ in (8.12) and (8.13) coincide and
(T1 + T2)σ ′′ − (T1 + T2)σ = F σ − F σ ′′. (8.14)
As mak r = T1 + T2 − (b − ac), identity (8.3) will be proved if we show that
−(b − ac)σ ′′ + (b − ac)σ = L σ + des σ ′′ − n.
To do so we make use of the identity
(b − ac) = (b − ca)+ (ba)+ L − n, (8.15)
which is straightforward to prove by induction, and of (1.1), which can be rewritten as
(b − ca)σ ′′ = (b − ca)σ + n − L σ ′′ − desσ ′′.
Because (ba)σ ′′ = (ba)σ by (8.4), we get
−(b − ac)σ ′′ + (b − ac)σ = −(b − ca)σ ′′ + (b − ca)σ − L σ ′′ + L σ
= −(b − ca)σ − n + L σ ′′ + des σ ′′
+ (b − ca)σ − L σ ′′ + L σ
= L σ + desσ ′′ − n. 
Lemma 8.3. The two identities hold: SΦ = mak and S1 r = S rΦ.
Proof. We have
S Φ = DbvΦ + (b − ca)Φ + (ba)Φ − n + LΦ [by (8.3)]
= Dbv + (b − ca)Φ + (ba)Φ − n + LΦ [by (8.5)]
= Dbv + ((b − ca)+ n − LΦ − (ba)Φ)+ (ba)Φ − n + LΦ [by (1.1)]
= Dbv + (b − ca) = mak. [by (8.2)]
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On the other hand, the statistic S1 can be rewritten as
S1 = mak+ F + L − n − 1. (8.16)
Hence, as des r = n − 1 − des and L r = F, we have
S rΦ = mak rΦ + des rΦ + L rΦ − n [by (8.3)]
= (mak r + L + F − FΦ + desΦ − n)
+ (n − 1 − desΦ)+ FΦ − n [by (8.8)]
= mak r + F r+ L r− n − 1 = S1 r. 
It follows from Lemma 8.3 that S1 rΦ−1 r = S, so S1 rΦ−1 rΦ = S Φ = mak. Also
des rΦ−1 rΦ = des , by (8.4) and the fact that r occurs twice in the expression of the
transformation rΦ−1 rΦ. This achieves the proof of Theorem 8.1.
The proof of Theorem 8.2 is much simpler. It is based upon the straightforward
identities
des r c = des and mak r c = n des − mak. (8.17)
First,
des r cΦ r c = des r cΦ [by (8.17)]
= des r c [by (8.4)]
= des . [by (8.17)]
Then, notice that the statistic S3 is also equal to
S3 = mak− des + F− 1. (8.18)
Hence,
S3 r cΦ = mak r cΦ − des r cΦ + F r cΦ − 1 [by (8.18)]
= (n desΦ − makΦ)− desΦ + (n + 1 − LΦ)− 1 [by (8.17)]
= n des − (makΦ + desΦ + LΦ − n)
= n des − SΦ [by (8.3)]
= n des − mak [by Lemma 8.3]
= mak r c. [by (8.17)]
Thus S3 r cΦ r c = mak. This achieves the proof of Theorem 8.2.
9. The other statistics S2 and S4
Those statistics will be compared with the major index “maj” that reads maj =
(a − cb)+ (b − ca)+ (c − ba)+ (ba). First,
S2 − maj = (b − ac)− (b − ca)+ [b − a)− (ba).
As (b − ac)+ (b − a] = (b − ca)+ (ba), we have S2 − maj = [b − a)− (b − a]. Also
S4 − maj = (b − a)− (ba).
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With each permutation σ = x1x2 . . . xn associate σ ′ = x ′1x ′2 . . . x ′n , where x ′i − xi ≡
n+1− xn − x1 (mod n). Then, σ → σ ′ is an involution for (x ′i )′ ≡ x ′i +n+1− x ′n − x ′1 ≡
(xi + n + 1− xn − x1)+ n + 1− (xn + n + 1− xn − x1)− (xn + n + 1− xn − x1) ≡ xi .
Moreover, des σ ′ = desσ and
maj σ ′ = maj σ + x1 + xn − n − 1
= maj σ + [b − a)σ − (b − a]σ = S2 σ.
This shows that (des , S2) is equidistributed with (des ,maj).
What about S4? We have S4 σ = majσ + (b− a)σ − (ba)σ = majσ + x1 − 1− des σ .
Consider the transformation that maps the permutation σ = x1x2 . . . xn onto σ =
x1x2 . . . xn , where xn := n + 1 − x1 and
xi ≡ xi+1 − x1 (mod (n + 1)) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1).
The map σ → σ ′ is not involutive, but is a bijection of Sn onto itself and
des σ = desσ ;
maj σ = majσ + x1 − 1 − desσ = S4 σ.
Again (des , S4) is another bistatistic equidistributed with (des, maj). Thus, Conjecture 11
is correct.
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